
TADASANA (Mountain Pose) 

Healthy, relaxed standing posture any time, anywhere 

1. FEET!   - 2nd toe lines along top of feet pointing straight ahead, weight evenly distributed at centre 
heel, big toe mound to little toe mound. Toes well spread. Imagine breathing out through the soles of 
your feet with each exhalation. 

2. KNEES & LEGS:   Allow a micro-bend in the knees, weight moving down evenly through feet (not 
back into back of knees). Move your thigh bones back to lengthen your lower spine. Can you bring the 
kneecaps to face forward without strain, moving from the hips to do so? Activate the strength in your 
legs by bending the knees, then pushing feet evenly into floor. Straighten without locking the knees 
back, still feeling the life and energy in your leg muscles, especially above the knee. 

3. PELVIS: Feel that you drop or lengthen the top of the sacrum down toward the floor, lengthening 
and broadening your lower back downwards without producing tension in your belly. Move the thigh 
bones back & balance your front thigh/hip crease over your front ankle crease. Notice the breath moving 
the belly. 

4. GROW: Float the whole circumference of your rib cage and the back and sides of your chest up 
away from the waist, growing tall through the lower back. The back of the chest needs float up too, not 
just the front. Allow your inhalations to soak into the whole rib cage. 

5. RELAX: Drop the shoulders down away from the sides of the neck.  
Drop them into a slopey “coat-hanger” shape. Allow some space in the armpits 
and widen across the collarbones. Do you also feel a space between your shoulder-
blades? Allow the breath into the upper sides of your chest. 

6. PEAK OF THE MOUNTAIN: Imagine a cloud between the base of your 
neck and the base of your skull, and inflate that cloud with each inhalation until the 
base of your skull floats easily up and it feels as if your head is floating, balanced 
high above your shoulders. Imagine a string attached to the back of the top of your 
head, which is drawn up toward the ceiling, drawing up your whole spine while your 
feet are still firmly grounded on the floor. 

7. BREATHE: Imagine that each inhalation lengthens your spine and widens your 
torso every time you breathe in. Imagine you can also breathe out and down 
through the soles of your feet, feeling grounded and centred. 

8.  CIRCLES: Do the circles on the outside of your body (ankles, knees, hips, 
shoulders, ears) all line up vertically? Practise with a partner or a mirror.
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